LIST OF BANNED ITEMS AT AGRICULTURAL SHOWS

(Indicative only, please refer to current list at http://www.agshowsnsw.org.au)

- Drug Related Goods (including Cocaine Kits, Bongs etc)
- Explicit and Hardcore T-Shirts
- Fake Cigarettes
- Fireworks - Crackers
- Fuel Type Fire Lighters (Zippo)
- Horns and Trumpets
- Knives (including Pen Knives) - excluding appropriately packaged kitchenware sets
- Pressure Pack Fart Gas
- Silly String
- Water Bombs
- Electric Hands
- Laser Pointers
- Metal and wooden Martial Art Nunchakas
- Playing Cards (nude or lurid)
- Pressure Pack Snow
- Stink Bombs
- Bouncing Beans
- Toy Guns are acceptable, however, the following are NOT:
  - Ball Bearing Guns
  - Eight Shot Caps
  - Pellet Guns
  - Pop Downs (Throw Downs)
  - Potato Guns (Bullet Type)
  - Roll Caps
  - Strip Caps
- Water Pistols over 150mm (6″)